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#49 Aitoh Origami Marbling Kit © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Many different origami artists agree that origamido paper is pretty much as close to perfection as you can get. This work is handmade by Michael LaFosse and Richard Alexander at Origamido Studios. Each sheet of paper is a unique work
of art. Robert J. Lang describes this document as thin, powerful, crisp, takes an aspect and is not overly weakened by diploma. It is a very thin paper and ranges between 20 to 50 gsm. The thickness can vary from sheet to sheet since they are all handmade. The paper is made of a variety of different fibers, including
Abaca, Hemp, Flax, Cotton, Liene, Kozo, Gampi and Mitsumata all mixed together. The most common size of this paper is 40cm x 50cm, but other sizes are available. It is extremely easy to use and ideal for folding composite models. The paper looks absolutely beautiful. You can get any color you can imagine since
everything is handmade. This is definitely the best origami paper you can get. Blows all the other cards away in terms of strength and thickness. It is very exclusive and is usually only available in the Origamido studio. It is also much more expensive than other types of paper. Origamido paper is amazing, but certainly not
for every wrapping day. This is the paper you want to use when folding something incredibly special. If you are ever in Haverhill, MA in the United States and you have the opportunity to visit the Origamido studio surely be sure to get some of this paper. The only other way you can get it is by Origami-Shop.com. They
have a small amount available on their website that you can order. 07 September 2019: A good combination of printed patterned and non-printed options was sought. Since origami has a standard paper size, there wasn't much need for variety there, although there are a few exceptions, such as QTFHR Glitter, that could
appeal to someone looking for a new type of folding project. Some options are thicker than others, so if you have a preference for thin or thick paper, keep this in mind when making your decision.
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